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The Four People Types reveals powerful insights into the four primary personality types in line
with the work of Dr. Be kind to yourself and uncover, discover, and recover your authentic self by
reading this clear to see book! This work will allow you to understand the variations between
these four people types and give you the tools you will need for maximizing your associations,
communication, and people effectiveness.without wax," Robert S.From our essential have to be
ourselves, simple DISC Theory and personal motivations to living a life " Hartman. this
publication will give you the necessary tools for better character management and folks
productivity. Personality, temperament technique, and character, are all part of who we have
been. William Moulton Marston, Gordon Allport, and Dr.
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I have had the reserve for approximately a month.! People are interesting and complicated, so
it's difficult to learn anyone using just four basic emotional types.!!! Terrific Read Steve Sisler is
definitely a people genius. I have been immersed with leadership trained in some type or
another for ten years or so. This book is very good!Truly outstanding. I am on the fourth reading.
Probably won't become last I'm sure. The book is great and couldn't recommend it more. A great
tool for anyone who wants to grasp reading people. It offers made me personal reflect more
about coping with other people and how "we" view one another. "We don't view people because
they are; We view people as we are. The reserve in addition has shed light in knowing more
about myself and how I connect to others.I am not certain that I've explained this correctly. For
those who have the chance to learn this book you won't regret it. I am positive that ,if you are
open minded enough and willing to self reflect enough, that this book could possibly change
your life.I look forward to the journey. Individually, Steven's book helped reveal how to interact
with others. SIMPLY THE BEST ! To know what motivates others around you is one thing.! After
reading this publication I find myself reflecting on human relationships at work, with friends, and
at home. The conversation breakdowns that happened weren't because of what your partner
said, it was how I might have made the conflict by not understanding the other person or how I
wasn't able to adapt to the problem in the moment.!! Stand out Book upon The 4 People
Types:And what drives them A detailed over view of individuals and how they operate. In order
to understand people and what drives them, this is actually the book for you. It can help you
understand your own behavioral style. It'll help you understand yourself, create better and even
more meaningful relationships in the home, function and socially. A great resource if you want
to improve any relationship in your life. I extremely recommend reading this reserve. It has
individually affected my entire life at function and at home(family) already. A couple of years
back again, I had the opportunity to have a DISC assessment, which ultimately led me to the
reserve. Fast read and easy to understand. You can view that the center and mouth (+ I/ + S)
activities are nonexistent as the head and hands activities (+ D/ + C) are completely in play.
Steven Sisler poigantly described the following"The external task emotions (+ D/ + C) are high
while the internal people emotions (-I/-S) are lower. I am more of a Glad/Mad
(Influencer/Dominant) type, so put simply, I am a people driven person. I recently dealt with a
person who can be a Mad/Scared combination, that is "Dominant and Compliant" type if you are
familiar with DISC. This represents a take action (+ D), take action right (+ C), don’t bother me
unless it’s an emergency (-I/-S) dynamic that can feel just like hugging a cactus if you’re a
people person. Even though person likely doesn’t find this just as those on the receiving end do,
the outcomes can be more challenging to abdomen for the feeler (+ I) and helper (+ S) types."I
was so impressed by Sisler's summary of this kind of interaction because "hugging a cactus"
was exactly how I felt.It had been helpful for me to comprehend the difference between the four
emotional types and not take stuff personally.! Sisler's book switches into secondary emotional
types and expand on how combination character types are like with the impact of nondominant
emotions - over/under extenders. If you are interested in understand and even better, deal with
people within an effective way If you are interested in understand and better yet, deal with
people in an effective way. Wonderful and fast read Wonderful and fast read.Mike Gould This is
one of those books you wish you would have read earlier in life. It has helped with team settings
in knowing which type of person I am coping with and how I can best assist them." This really
rang true. General, the book provides great insight to all the personalities that you might interact
with on a day to day basis. It challenged me to reexamine the reasoning behind my actions, and
demonstrated me how exactly to relate my behavior to others better. Capitalize on your own

strengths and I believe most importantly knowing that there are other types and how you can
work best around them. Do what you are wired to do and trust me everything will circulation
much like water for you. Seriously, this is actually the work of a practiced author, in a practiced
field. I'll give you a hundred bucks, if you don't learn more than 100 different ideas out of this
book. I love to understand others.Buy this book! That is an insightful must examine. This is
among those books you wish you'll have read earlier in life. It's has turned into a valuable book
in my library that I will return to regularly in order that I can better understand myself and others
around me. To learn what motivates yourself is definitely priceless. This book is actually
outstanding! I'll keep this short, this is actually the BEST reserve in human behavior you are
gonna discover, period. It will assist you to understand others. Highly recommended, easy to
understand and a bargain at that price. Fantastic insights into individual behavior Insights into
building interpersonal relationships that last through understanding individual behavior.I
purchased the Kindle edition and can keep this book handy everywhere I move. Because
someday I would be working with you, and it'll help us both. Great read about behaviors This is
an excellent book to learn types of behavior and how exactly to learn your authentic self to
generate true happiness! Fascinating! A must-read masterpiece of design! Powerful...and myself.
And this book is great in that regard! I really appreciated the wisdom and insight into how and
why people are the way they are. The publication provided great insight, and seemed wellresearched. It was scholarly, but still was extremely understandable by a layman. Highly
recommened!We purchased the kindle edition of this book. He understands why people perform
what they perform. If you need to learn more about yourself and why you do what you do, then
buy this book at this time. I learned so much by scanning this book. Capitalize on your own
strengths and I believe most importantly knowing that there are other types and ways to work
best aro Steve Sisler's book really blew me away I really feel that following reading it a fresh
prospective on what I need to do even more of and what remove doing. Once you discover your
character type within the book, you will not be able to put the reserve down. The Four People
Types will create a paradigm change in your thinking, and it can change your life as you discover
who you truly are. A great device for understand yourself and others. I've absolutely LOVED
reading through this book so much I've run out of post-it notes! Steve is certainly such a genius
with regards to people and it has helped me identify patterns in myself but also in others, more
specifically my business team. I can't many thanks enough for sharing this with the world - it's
been a life-saver and changer! Steve's publication helps build the foundation of DISC and adds
layers of mixtures of why others behave they do in certain situations.
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